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Considerate la vostra semenza:
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Abstract
Most diseases are being found to have a genetic component, which most likely
triggers a cascade of events and eventually affects the overall cell mechanical
properties. Over the years, the mechanical characteristics of cells have raised
a great interest in the scientific community, since cells have been shown to play
a key structural role in building complex structures like tissues and organs,
and are able to sense, transduce and exert forces on their surroundings. Among
the numerous techniques developed to study cell mechanics, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) has often proven to be effective in discerning cell mechanical
properties in health and disease.
This work aimed to show the power of AFM in the study of cell mechanics under
the effect of genetic mutations. To assess the versatility of AFM technique, this
thesis contemplated three genetic diseases, and likewise genes. Specifically,
the present study focused on arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy (AC) and PKP2
gene, dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and FLNC gene, Hutchinson-Gilford
progeria syndrome (HGPS) and LMNA gene. Despite being genetically and
phenotypically different, all the aforementioned diseases affect the heart,
which was therefore chosen as the target of this work.
Either gene suppression or mutation were induced in cardiac cells, which were
then probed by AFM to assess their mechanical properties. PKP2 was knocked
down in HL-1 cells by shRNA targeting; CRISPR/Cas9 was applied to knock
out FLNC in human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC), then
differentiated into cardiomyocytes; and a mutant form of LMNA, known to
cause HGPS, was expressed in primary rat cardiac fibroblasts using an
adenoviral vector. Rat cardiac fibroblasts were isolated from neonatal, juvenile,
and adult animals.
PKP2-deficient HL-1 cells and mutant juvenile rat cardiac fibroblasts exhibited
altered mechanical properties compared to controls, whereas no variation in
the mechanical behaviour was detected in all the other samples. A relationship
between variation of cell stiffness and alteration of the distance at which the
maximum adhesion force occurs was discovered. These results demonstrated
that AFM is a powerful toolbox to study certain mechanical aspects in in vitro
models of genetic diseases. Although, consideration may want to be given to
some critical issues that had emerged, like the choice of an appropriate
experimental setup and the cellular region to be investigated.
In conclusion, this study should encourage more researchers to address
biological questions from a mechanical point of view, since biomechanical
properties can be identified as potential targets for novel medical approaches.
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Riassunto
Al giorno d’oggi, è ormai noto che la maggior parte delle malattie possiede una
componente genetica, la quale può potenzialmente innescare una cascata di
eventi ed avere come risultato finale un’alterazione delle proprietà meccaniche
cellulari. Queste ultime hanno considerevolmente attratto l’attenzione della
comunità scientifica, la quale ha preso coscienza del ruolo strutturale delle
cellule in organi e tessuti e della capacità delle cellule stesse di captare,
trasdurre ed esercitare forze sull’ambiente circostante. Tra i metodi sviluppati
per lo studio della meccanica cellulare, la microscopia a forza atomica (AFM) si
è ripetutamente dimostrata efficace nel discernere il comportamento meccanico
delle cellule in condizioni fisiologiche e patologiche.
Il presente lavoro di tesi si propone di illustrare le potenzialità dell’AFM nello
studio delle proprietà meccaniche di cellule in modelli in vitro di malattie
genetiche. Per avvalorare la versatilità della tecnica, sono state prese in
considerazione tre malattie genetiche, ed altrettanti geni ad esse associati:
nello specifico, la cardiomiopatia aritmogena ed il gene PKP2, la
cardiomiopatia dilatativa ed il gene FLNC, e la sindrome di Hutchinson-Gilford
(detta anche progeria) ed il gene LMNA. Nonostante siano genotipicamente e
fenotipicamente diverse, le suddette malattie condividono un aspetto comune:
tutte e tre, infatti, hanno effetti di variabile intensità sul cuore, il quale è stato
pertanto scelto come oggetto di studio della tesi.
In alcuni tipi cellulari cardiaci sono state indotte la soppressione o la mutazione
dei geni sopra citati: ad esempio, nelle cellule HL-1, ovvero una linea cellulare
rappresentativa del muscolo cardiaco, è stato introdotto un meccanismo shRNA
per silenziare PKP2. Il gene FLNC, invece, è stato modificato tramite
CRISPR/Cas9 in cellule staminali (hiPSC) che sono state successivamente
differenziate in cardiomiociti. Per lo studio della progeria, infine, fibroblasti
cardiaci primari di ratto in età neonatale, giovane ed adulta sono stati infettati
con un vettore adenovirale che esprimeva la proteina LMNA in forma wild-type
o mutata. Ogni tipo cellulare, con la rispettiva mutazione genetica, è stato poi
studiato con l’AFM.
Nelle cellule HL-1 con PKP2 soppresso e nei fibroblasti da ratto giovane con
LMNA mutata sono state riscontrate variazioni delle proprietà meccaniche,
mentre negli altri campioni non è stato rilevato alcun cambiamento. In
particolare, laddove sono state misurate differenze nelle proprietà meccaniche
di controlli e mutanti, i parametri soggetti a variazione erano sempre gli stessi,
ovvero il modulo di Young e la distanza a cui si manifestava la massima forza
di adesione. Parrebbe dunque esservi una relazione tra queste due proprietà,
ovvero all’aumentare di una, l’altra diminuisce, e viceversa.
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I risultati ottenuti dimostrano inequivocabilmente che l’AFM può essere
considerata una tecnica di elezione anche nello studio delle caratteristiche
meccaniche di modelli in vitro per malattie genetiche. Nonostante ciò, bisogna
sempre tenere in considerazione le potenziali criticità che questo lavoro ha
messo in luce, come ad esempio la necessità di scegliere in modo appropriato il
setup sperimentale, nonché la regione della cellula da sottoporre ad indagine.
In conclusione, questa tesi dovrebbe incoraggiare sempre più ricercatori ad
intraprendere lo studio delle proprietà meccaniche di una cellula, in modo tale
che in un futuro, sperabilmente non lontano, esse possano diventare il target
di approcci clinici innovativi.
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Introduction
“In nature we never see anything isolated, but everything in connection with
something else which is before it, beside it, under it and over it.”
This quote from Johann Wolfgang von Goethe can be easily applied to every
living organism, including but not limited to cells. Cells are not isolated units,
but interact with other cells and the surrounding environment. Among the
plethora of exchanges that can take place, cells are able to sense mechanical
cues from the surroundings and exert forces on their neighbourhoods. Cells are
the building blocks of more complex structures (tissues and organs), so they
play a structural role that cannot be ignored. It should be clear that the study
of a biological problem cannot exclude mechanical characteristics, whether it
is a cell structural property or the mechanisms by which cells sense and
transduce mechanical signals. This concept calls for methods to assess and
quantify mechanical phenomena in cells and tissues.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was introduced in middle 1980s, as a new
method to investigate material properties at very small scales. It was but a
short step from surfaces of insulators to biological samples. Over the years,
AFM has become a routine technique in biology, and has proven to be effective
in discerning the mechanical behaviour of cells in health and disease.
Nevertheless, it is obvious that AFM cannot entirely describe a pathologic
phenotype. The “macro” aspects, as the outcomes for the patients, can be
tackled only by physicians, whereas the “nano” features are matter for
molecular biologists. AFM can assess the “meso”-world, providing useful
insights into cell mechanics, and then bridging what has been observed by the
specialists of the other “scales”.
In this thesis, we aim to show the power of AFM in studying in vitro models of
genetic diseases. Most diseases have been demonstrated to bear a genetic
component, which may trigger a cascade of events and affect the mechanical
behaviour of a cell. In order to show the versatility of AFM, we studied three
genetic diseases: arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy (AC) with PKP2, dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM) with FLNC, and Hutchinson-Gilford progeria
syndrome (HGPS) with LMNA. Although these diseases are genetically and
phenotypically different, they all affect the heart, which was therefore chosen
as the focus of this work. We exploited various methods to induce genetic
mutations and we tested different cell types.
In Chapter 1, we discuss the importance of cell mechanics, and explain AFM
techniques and modes of operation. We present the mechanical properties that
can be measured by AFM and highlight the cell components that contribute the
most to these mechanical aspects.
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In Chapter 2, AC, DCM, and HGPS are described, particularly in relation to
the specific mutations studied, i.e. PKP2, FLNC, and LMNA.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the materials and methods used in the present work.
Chapter 4 reports the results achieved and discussion.
Chapter 5 concludes the work, summarising the relevant findings with
suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 1: Cell mechanics and AFM
The observation of physical and mechanical phenomena in living organisms is
not a recent discovery. Wilhelm His proposed the idea that cells are subjected
to the laws of physics in 19th century, when also Julius Wolff postulated his
famous law on bone remodeling 1,2.
Physics and mechanics were thought to be related to life, but any effort in this
field was unfortunately torn apart. Proper technologies that could have tested
and confirmed any hypotheses were lacking. The scientific interest was
therefore focused on unraveling molecular and genetic mechanisms.
The advent of sophisticated tools and nanotechnologies called again the
attention of academics to the role played by physical events in biology. A new
era started then: mechanobiology and biomechanics showed up as a rapidly
growing field of study.

1.1 Cell mechanics, or mechanobiology: that is the question
Living organisms and cells are not isolated units: they interact, they sense, and
they respond to what they perceive. A type of cell response is
mechanotransduction: the cell senses a physical stimulus, like a force, and
converts it into a signal of different nature, like electrical or chemical.
Mechanobiology is the discipline that studies the effects induced by physical
cues on living systems, at any scale: hence, it studies also the
mechanotransduction. Mechanobiology is often overlapped with biomechanics,
but there might be distinct differences. Biomechanics is the study of structural
and mechanical properties of a living system, and when the living system under
investigation is a cell, it is termed cell mechanics. That begs the questions:
where should we focus our efforts? Cell mechanics or mechanobiology? The
answer is quite simple, since the two are mutually dependent. Indeed, cell
mechanical properties are crucial for mechanotransduction mechanisms, and
mechanotransduction can trigger changes in the cell mechanical properties.
Notably, experimental procedures are usually directed to either
mechanobiology or cell mechanics; ergo, they need to be integrated with other
techniques to entirely describe a phenomenon.
We will now have a look at few examples in mechanobiology and cell mechanics,
trying to raise the interest of the reader in these fields and convince him/her
about the relevance of this type of studies.
One of the hottest trends in science is certainly the study of stem cells, because
of their ability to differentiate towards different cell type and their
potentialities in regenerative/reparative medicine. Researchers have
discovered that mechanical aspects cannot be ignored when dealing with stem
cells. Indeed, these cells are largely influenced by the stiffness of the
-7-

surrounding environment, namely cells exhibit different behaviours as they
sense either a soft or stiff substrate. Engler et al. demonstrated that human
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) respond to substrate stiffness, differentiating
into various lineages: soft matrices are neurogenic, whereas stiffer matrices
are either myogenic or osteogenic 3. Osteogenic differentiation has been
observed also on stiff substrates in human periodontal ligament stem cells
(PDLSCs) 4. Conversely, muscle stem cells (MuSCs) retained their “stemness”
and their regenerative potential when cultured on compliant substrates 5.
Another relevant theme that captivates major efforts in the scientific
community is cancer, which is the second leading cause of death worldwide,
and has a huge economic impact (around 1.16 trillion USD in 2010) 6. Despite
the many progresses made so far, cancer remains an issue. Biomechanics is
playing a pivotal role in revealing the mysteries of cancer. In particular, cell
mechanics techniques showed that cancer cells, especially the highly invasive
ones, are more deformable than controls 7. This is potentially important to
explain the mechanisms of cancer progression, since metastatic cells must be
very deformable to intra- and extravasate, survive the blood stream, and
invade other sites 7. This information needs to be complemented by other
experiments (e.g. directed to the molecular mechanisms). Nonetheless, these
results could eventually lead to identify mechanical features as therapeutic
targets, which is one of the key goals for researchers in the field.
After this introductive section, the focus is now pointed to atomic force
microscopy (AFM), one of the techniques that contributed the most to the
success of cell mechanics.

1.2 Atomic force microscopy
In 1986, Binnig, Quate and Gerber published a groundbreaking work,
describing a new microscope that was able to investigate surfaces of insulators
at the atomic scale 8. Their invention, the atomic force microscope, paved the
way for studying the structure of matter at a different level.
AFM is part of the broader family of scanning probe microscopies (SPM), in
which a physical probe scans and images a specimen. The working principle of
AFM and SPM can be easily understood from the following analogy: a
blindfolded person cannot see the surrounding environment, so needs a stick
to locate the objects around. The stick allows to “shape” the objects and sense
their deformability, that is if they are soft or stiff.
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Figure 1 Similarities between AFM and blind inspection of objects 9.

In AFM, the “stick” is like a record player’s arm (i.e. the cantilever) with a
stylus at one of its edges (i.e. the AFM tip). A laser beam is reflected off the
cantilever surface and collected by a matrix of photodiodes. Whenever the tip
interacts with a sample, the cantilever bends, and the deflection is detected as
a variation of the currents transduced by the photodiodes. Driven by a
piezoelectric scanner, the cantilever-tip system scans the specimen in the xy
plane, meanwhile the vertical position of the sample is monitored.
The characteristics of the cantilever-tip assembly, like material and shape,
strongly depend upon the application. Silicon (Si) and silicon nitride (Si3N4) are
a common choice, with the latter usually softer than the former 10. Silicon
nitride cantilevers are often coated with gold, in order to enhance their
reflectivity; unfortunately, the cantilevers thus manufactured are more
sensitive to small temperature drifts 10. Nonetheless, the gold coating has
proven to be convenient when the cantilever-tip assemblies have to be
functionalised with certain groups or proteins of interest. The cantilever-tip
functionalisation is required for some chemical and biological applications, and
gold allows exploiting the thiol-gold chemistry.
Cantilevers and tips can be made out of distinct materials. For instance, CPPNP-SiO probes (NanoAndMore Gmbh) have a Si3N4 cantilever, but the
spherical tip is made of silicon dioxide (SiO2). Both tip and cantilever may have
various shape and geometries (e.g. sphere and cone for the tip, triangle or
rectangle for the cantilever).
Theoretically, AFM probe customisations are endless, and tip-cantilever
systems may be tailored depending on the specific application. In particular,
consideration may want to be given to the mode in which the AFM will operate,
the environment and the type of specimen.
Over the years, it has been demonstrated that atomic force microscopy is a
versatile technique, ranging from surface imaging to probing mechanical
properties. According to Benitez and Toca-Herrera, AFM can be either an
imaging or a mechanical machine 11. In the following sections, both aspects will
be described.
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1.3 The imaging machine
When used as an imaging tool, the AFM modes of operation depend upon the
nature of the forces acting between AFM tip and sample, namely attractive or
repulsive. When tip and specimen are very close, their atomic orbitals overlap
and a repulsive force occurs (e.g. because of Pauli repulsion phenomenon). Vice
versa, an attractive force appears whenever the distance between AFM probe
and sample is greater.
The main operating modes are: contact (repulsive forces), non-contact
(attractive forces), and intermittent (“hybrid” between contact and noncontact).
1.3.1 Contact mode
The tip is in contact with the sample, and the repulsive forces cause the
deflection of the cantilever according to the specimen profile. Contact mode is
usually classified in two sub-modes: constant force and constant height. In
constant force mode, the cantilever deflection is kept constant, while the probe
moves in the z-direction. In constant height mode, the tip is always at a fixed
height above the specimen, and the cantilever deflection is directly measured.
Lateral force microscopy is also a type of contact mode, but instead of
measuring the z-deflection, the lateral deflection is recorded.
Contact mode can be quite “rough” on the sample, because of the relatively high
lateral forces between tip and specimen. These might result in sample/tip
damage or movement of entities that are loosely attached to the sample surface.
1.3.2 Non-contact mode
Martin et al. introduced this mode, exploiting the tip-sample spacing for
profiling the specimen under investigation 12. In this mode, the tip is slightly
above the sample (in the order of tens, hundreds of angstroms), and the forces
between AFM probe and specimen are therefore attractive. As the cantilever
oscillates, the tip scans the specimen surface.
In non-contact mode, it is pivotal - but challenging - to maintain constant the
tip-sample separation and prevent the probe from contacting the specimen. If
the tip-sample contact accidentally occurs, the tip could eventually stick to the
specimen surface.
1.3.4 Intermittent mode (tapping)
In this mode, the cantilever oscillates at, or close to, its resonant frequency,
and the tip intermittently taps the sample surface. Tapping mode trespasses
the attractive and repulsive regimen of forces. The resonance depends on the
geometry and material properties of the cantilever 13.
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One particular tapping mode is amplitude modulation. Here, when the tip
touches the specimen, the amplitude of oscillation is reduced by the energy lost
in the contact. As soon as the tip is moved away from the specimen, the
amplitude of oscillation increases again. These variations allow the detection
of surface characteristics.
Intermittent mode is often chosen because lateral forces are ideally zeroed, so
lateral resolution is enhanced. Tapping mode minimises the tip-sample
degradation, since the contact between them is discontinued. Despite these
advantages, the user should be aware that intermittent mode can be critical
when samples are analysed in acqueous environments. In fact, liquids can
induce damping effects on the cantilever oscillation, which might result in a
challenging choice of the peak of resonance 13. These issues need to be
considered, but do not prevent the use of intermittent mode for imaging
samples in liquid.
1.3.5 Applications of AFM imaging in biology
Since the AFM can work in liquid environments and at subnanometre scale, it
was early expected to address biological questions. Over time, the wide field of
biology has been widely explored by AFM imaging, ranging from nucleic acids,
to viruses, bacteria, mammalian cells and tissues.
In early 1990s, AFM imaging of DNA raised a great interest among the
microscopists, leading to the rapid development of more and more accurate
methods. By way of example, in 1993 Hansma et al. described reliable
procedures to image double- and triple-stranded DNA, single-stranded RNA
homopolymers, and more interestingly, single-stranded DNA 25 bases short 14.
The reader can find a comprehensive overview of AFM imaging and DNA in
the works of Hansma et al. and Lyubchenko et al. 15,16.
Thanks to its peculiarities, AFM imaging successfully revealed the structural
features of viruses. For instance, Kuznetsov and colleagues used AFM to show
both surface and internal structures of human immunodeficiency and murine
leukemia viruses 17. Over the years, the technique has been consistently
improved, e.g. frequency modulation atomic force microscopy was exploited to
observe the configuration of parvovirus minute virus of mice at high resolution
18. A broader perspective of this field is offered in the work of Kuznetsov and
McPherson 19.
AFM imaging met with success with bacteria. An interesting application was
the study of the bacterium-material interactions, done by Dubrovin et al. 20.
Moreover, AFM studies proved to be useful in monitoring the influence of
certain biofilm components on the morphology of Salmonella Typhimurium 21.
Other examples are partially reported in the paper of Dufrene 22.
AFM imaging was largely used to characterise certain processes in mammalian
cells, like endo- and exocytosis. Hecht and colleagues observed the exocytosis
- 11 -

of lamellar bodies, resulting in an increase of height/volume of lung epithelial
cells 23. On the other hand, clathrin-mediated endocytosis in COS-7 cells caused
morphological variations in the plasma membrane, as easily detected by AFM
24. Another process, the locomotion, was investigated by Li et al. in MCF-7 and
Neuro-2a cells 25. Since AFM technique is very versatile, it was used even for
more specific events, like fibrillogenesis. Indeed, in rat embryonic firboblasts
(REF52), AFM imaged the initial stages of the formation of large fibrillar
networks from fibronectin 26. Lastly, AFM was exploited for detecting the
effects of certain drugs on mammalian cells, as reviewed by Li and coworkers
27. Further applications of AFM as an imaging tool for cells can be found in one
of our paper 28.
It is worth mentioning that AFM was applied for studying the ultrastructural
characteristics of larger samples, like tissues. For example, AFM shed light on
fine structures in either intact or fractured trabecular bone 29. Human aortic
walls harvested with heart surgery were analysed by AFM and scanning
electron microscopy 30, whereas Raman spectroscopy and AFM identified lipid
raft clusters in endothelium of the aorta of a murine model for type 2 diabetes
31. AFM imaging applications on tissue sections derived from different body
sites are depicted in the paper of Graham et al. 32.
To conclude this section, consideration may want to be given to the application
of AFM imaging on cardiac samples, specifically cells, as this is a key aspect of
the present work. For instance, Yang and colleagues investigated the
mechanisms of internalisation and transmembrane transport of a synthetic
polypeptide (GCIP-27) in cardiac cells. By using AFM, authors found a
significant increase in the surface roughness of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes,
when administrated with GCIP-27 33. A variation of cell surface roughness was
detected even in neonatal mouse cardiomyocytes treated with aldosterone, as
they were found to be more irregular than controls 34. Myocardial infarction
(MI) was proven to dramatically change the surface properties of
cardiomyocytes: indeed, the crest/hollow organisation, typical of adult murine
cardiomyocytes, was compromised after MI 35. Subcellular components,
specifically the cytoskeleton, were investigated by AFM in neonatal mouse
cardiomyocytes exposed to lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which is known to cause
sepsis and cardiac dysfunction. LPS treatment showed to reduce the
cytoskeletal density and increase cytoskeletal volume, thus leading to the
conclusion that LPS causes the reorganisation of cardiomyocyte cytoskeleton
36.

1.4 The mechanical machine
AFM has been playing a pivotal role in mechanobiology/biomechanics mainly
because of its ability to work in force spectroscopy mode. Force spectroscopy
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mode is a collection of procedures that are able to quantify the mechanical
properties of a sample and the interactions between sample and tip.
Since there is no interaction between matter and radiation, the use of term
“spectroscopy” could appear slightly inappropriate, but this denomination is so
far well-established 37.
1.4.1 Force-distance experiments
At the beginning of a force-distance experiment, the cantilever-tip assembly is
not in contact with the sample. The probe is moved toward the specimen until
the contact occurs, the tip exerts a certain force, and penetrates/indents the
sample. Afterwards, tip and cantilever are retracted from the sample, until the
contact is lost. The contact period is termed dwell time 38.
These experiments usually result in the plot of cantilever deflection against the
movement of the piezoelectric scanner (i.e. a distance). These plots are
commonly known as force-distance (F-d) curves.

Figure 2 Typical F-d curve. In the approach segment (red), the
tip is moved toward the sample and indents it. During the
retraction segment (black), the tip is retracted from the
specimen until the contact is lost and the force value returns
to zero. This picture is a modified version of 39.

The mechanical properties of a sample are inferred from F-d curves. Generally,
if the dwell time is null, the user can measure both stiffness (usually in terms
of Young’s modulus) and adhesive properties. Otherwise, stress relaxation and
creep compliance can be assessed. A more detailed overview of stiffness and
adhesion of cells measured by AFM will be given later in the text.
Performing F-d experiments on single cells can be challenging, and several
precautions must be considered. For instance, if the cantilever is stiff, the
deflection might be difficult to detect, whereas if it too soft, thermal vibrations
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could overlap the F-d curve or the indentation might not be adequate to reliably
estimate mechanical properties 40.
When evaluating cell stiffness, consideration may want to be given to the
followings.
▪

▪

▪

▪

The intrinsic viscoelastic behaviour of a cell must always be taken into
account. The tip has to be moved slowly against the sample (low
indentation speed), in order to reduce the hydrodynamic/viscous
contributes 41. A typical range of indentation speeds is 50 nm/s ÷ 10 μm/s
11.
Living cells adhered to a substrate like petri dish or coverslip can be
modelled as thin layers on hard substrates. The indentation must be
within 10% of the cell height to lower the hard substrate contribute 40.
This represents a challenge when probing peripheral areas of the cell,
where the sample thickness is low.
The stiffness is commonly calculated in terms of Young’s modulus by
fitting the F-d curves with an appropriate contact mechanics model. The
most used is the Hertz model, but it implies two main assumptions: the
indenter must have a parabolic shape, and the sample under
investigation is very much thicker than the indentation depth 42.
When comparing the stiffness of identical cell types, the shape of the
indenter is crucial. Indeed, it has been shown that cells appear softer
when probed by spherical indenters as opposed to conical ones 43.

1.4.2 Fitting the F-d curves
The raw data must be processed in order to get information about the
mechanical properties. The case of stiffness is discussed here in detail.
First, the user should be aware that the x-axis in F-d curves has to be converted
in the actual value of sample indentation, which is required in contact
mechanics models (like Hertz model), for estimating the stiffness in terms of
Young’s/elastic modulus. As previously mentioned, the AFM software records
the movement of the piezoscanner. However, when the probe penetrates the
specimen, the cantilever deflects of a certain amount in the direction opposite
to indentation. Hence, the sample is indented by a quantity that equals the
piezoscanner movement minus the cantilever deflection caused by the
penetration.
Then, the y-axis must be manipulated. The cantilever deflection is recorded
from the photodiode matrix, therefore is expressed in either volts or amperes.
Some preliminary calibration steps must be undertaken before applying the
Hooke’s law (that will convert the cantilever deflection into a force). The
variation in photodiode signal has to be related with the distance that the
cantilever actually deflects, so the photodiode output must be converted into a
[m] value. This is done by assessing the sensitivity of the system. Practically,
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this conversion factor is obtained performing F-d experiments on a bare
surface, much stiffer than the cantilever (thus the bare surface can be
considered not deformable). The sensitivity is calculated from the contact
region of the F-d curve so measured.
The cantilever spring constant is also required for computing Young’s modulus,
and can be assessed choosing among different methods, mainly based on beam
or resonance theory.
The resulting curve displays force versus indentation and can be finally fitted
with the model to estimate the Young’s modulus.

1.5 Measuring the stiffness by AFM
At the beginning of this paragraph, it is crucial to introduce the concepts of
stiffness and elasticity.
In materials science and engineering, the Young’s/elastic modulus is an index
of the stiffness of a material. Briefly, Young’s modulus represents the ability of
a material to withstand a deformation when subjected to either compression or
tension.
In the AFM field, Young’s modulus is also an index of the material stiffness. In
particular, if we think about a cell, the stiffness represents the deformability,
thus the ability to deform, of the cell itself. Hence, if a cell is softer than others
(it has lower Young’s modulus), will be more prone to deform and, e.g., squeeze.
Now, the question is: “why should we investigate the stiffness of a cell, and
how?” For the first part, the answer is exhaustively given by Martin Y.M.
Chiang and his co-authors:
“The impact of cell modulus (the deformability of cells or resistance to
morphological change) extends beyond knowledge of a mechanical property to
include cellular processes important in developmental biology, pathology,
molecular biology, etc., as well as cell-material interactions in tissue
engineering and regenerative medicine”44.
Regarding the techniques used to quantify the cell stiffness, we will pass over
micropipette aspiration, optical stretching, particle-tracking microrheology,
and so on, to better focus on AFM. As already anticipated, cell stiffness is
assessed by means of force-distance curves, which should be properly fitted
with contact mechanics models. Usually, the fitting is performed on the
approach segment, in order to minimise the possible artifacts deriving from the
adhesion between tip and sample.
Among the most common models used so far is Hertz model, which describes
the contact of an elastic sphere pushed towards a rigid, flat substrate 45. This
theory is unfortunately limited to spherical indenters, but Sneddon extensions
of the Hertz model take into account different indenter geometries. Other
models like DMT (Derjagin, Muller, Toropov) and JKR (Johnson, Kendal,
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Roberts) are seldom used. In this thesis, we decided to align with the majority
of existing works and apply Hertz model and its extensions, depending on the
tip shape. Despite this choice could rise controversy, we pursued this approach
because we did not intend to estimate absolute values, but perform
comparisons among different conditions.
Hertz-Sneddon models for spherical and pyramidal indenters are reported in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 Hertz-Sneddon models for spheres (a) and four-sided pyramids (b). F is
the force, δ the indentation, E the Young’s modulus, and ν the Poisson’s ratio. This
picture is extracted from reference 46.

We will now give an overview on the literature about the assessment of cell
stiffness by atomic force microscopy.
Cell stiffness has played a key role in the study of cancer, which is the most
common disease studied by means of AFM so far. Already in 1999, Malgorzata
Lekka and her group were exploiting AFM to study normal and cancerous
human bladder cells. Authors showed that cancerous cells were softer and
easier to deform respect to controls 47. This groundbreaking work put the
spotlight on the use of AFM for studying cancer and paved the way for the
plethora of papers that followed. For instance, in 2007, Cross and colleagues
measured the stiffness of benign and metastatic cells derived from pleural
effusions of patients with suspected metastatic adenocarcinoma, finding out
again that metastatic cells were overall softer than benign counterpart 48. Over
the years, a wide spectrum of tumors has been investigated, covering various
cancerous sites (like breast in 49 and ovaries in 50) and stages (such as in 51).
Cancer cell stiffness under the effect of certain events has been also measured
by AFM. For example, the proximity of other cells was shown to influence the
stiffness of normal mammary epithelial cells, which were softer if located at
the periphery of a contiguous cell monolayer 52. Moreover, cancer cells were
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found to be less sensitive to the presence of neighbouring cells than controls 52.
AFM proved to be useful even in the study of the effects that transforming
growth factor-β (TGF-β), a cytokine upregulated in breast cancer, has on tumor
cells with different invasiveness 53. Looking at potential rescue mechanisms,
the administration of green tea extract, a substance known as a potential
anticancer agent, was proven effective, since raised the stiffness of metastatic
tumor cells to normal values 54. Given the fact that most of chemotherapeutic
agents damage cardiac cells, Yue et al. used AFM to bridge oncology and
cardiology frameworks. Authors dosed primary cardiomyocytes from adult
mice with doxorubicin (a well-known anticancer drug with cardiotoxic effects)
and dexrazoxane (a cardioprotective agent), following different administration
protocols 55. Measuring cell stiffness revealed that cardiomyocytes benefit from
the preadministration of dexrazoxane 55.
The promising results in cancer field led part of the scientific community to
speculate the use of AFM as a routine technique for tumor diagnosis (see Figure
4). Nevertheless, it must be clear to the reader that many issues have to be
tackled before AFM can become a routine technique in laboratory medicine.

Figure 4 Proposal for using AFM as a routine technique for cancer
diagnosis (modified version from 56).

Besides cancer, AFM proved to be very sensitive in discerning other pathologic
statuses. Back in 2005, Malgorzata Lekka and her group compared the
deformability of erythrocytes from donors and hospitalised patients, who were
suffering from several disorders (coronary disease, hypertension, diabetes
mellitus) 57. Authors highlighted an increase in the Young’s modulus of
erythrocytes derived from diabetes mellitus patients, as well as from cigarette
smokers 58. Pathological erythrocytes were shown to be stiffer than healthy
ones even in the context of anemias and anysocytosis 59.
The consequences of diabetes were observed also in cardiomyocytes from a
murine model, finding out that the disease caused an increase of stiffness of
the myocardium 60.
Since the scope of our thesis is to show the power of AFM in the study of genetic
diseases, it is worth mentioning that the technique was already exploited in
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this sense, but few papers are so far available. In this regard, studies on
progeria in vitro models were remarkable, but they will described in the
dedicated section. DCM was previously investigated by our group, but
mutations in LMNA were considered. Indeed, Laurini et al. studied three
LMNA mutations (E161K, D192G, N195K) known to cause DCM, discovering
that these produce an increase of the Young’s modulus of neonatal rat cardiac
myocytes 61. A genetic cardiocutaneous disorder associated with a desmoplakin
mutation has also been recently studied by our group with AFM, and
keratinocytes derived from a patient skin biopsy exhibited a higher
deformability (lower stiffness) than controls 62.
1.5.1 Who contributes to cell stiffness?
In eukaryotic cells, the major contributors to the overall stiffness are
cytoskeleton and nucleus.
This section, except if otherwise specified, is referred to the works of Fletcher
and Mullins 63 and Lammerding 64.
1.5.1.1 The cytoskeleton
Cytoskeleton is the network that spatially organises the cytoplasm, connects
the cell to the external environment, and develops forces that allow the cell to
change its shape and move. It is mainly composed by microfilaments,
microtubules, and intermediate filaments (IFs), which are all interconnected
to each other, forming an intricate system. The interactions between the
various elements can be either specific or non-specific. The former are the ones
involving other kind of proteins, while the latter are steric interactions and
entanglement.
Cytoskeletal components are primarily discerned by their mechanical stiffness,
the dynamics of their assembly, their polarity, and the molecular motors to
which they associate.
Microfilaments, frequently called actin filaments, are polymers made of
smaller, globular, and compact subunits of actin. The smaller subunits can
diffuse fast within the cytoplasm, whilst filamentous assemblies cannot 65.
Cells can therefore reorganise their structure rapidly, depending on their needs
and/or the stimuli they sense 65. Actin filaments, as well as microtubules, are
polarised polymers, since their subunits are asymmetrical at the molecular
level. Because of their polarity, actin filaments and microtubules are
appropriate tracks for the molecular motors that has one preferential direction
of movement. The molecular motors for microfilaments belong mainly to the
myosin family, whereas for microtubules are from dynein or kinesin families.
The most complex dynamics for assembly and disassembly is that of
microtubules, which are also the stiffest among the cytoskeletal components.
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The constitutive subunit of microtubules is tubulin 65, and these subunits
polymerise to form polarised structures.
Intermediate filaments are not polarised, so they are not suitable for molecular
motors with a directional movement. These filaments are the least stiff and can
resist tensile forces better than compressive loads. The constitutive subunit of
IFs is a monomer with a central α-helical core, preceded by a globular Nterminal domain, and followed by a C-terminal domain. When two monomers
associate, a coiled-coil dimer is formed; when two dimers with antiparallel
orientation pair, a tetramer is generated. Finally, tetramers assembly to
produce more complex structures, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Assembly of intermediate filaments (from 66).

1.5.1.2 The nucleus
The nucleus is a unique characteristic of eukaryotes, and is the largest
organelle in most cells. Usually, cells contain one nucleus, except
cardiomyocytes and skeletal muscle cells that are polinucleated, and mature
erythrocytes that no longer have it.
Nucleus and its content are separated from the cytoplasm by the nuclear
envelope (NE), which is composed by two nuclear membranes (the inner and
the outer), the nuclear lamina, and the nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) 67.
Nuclear membranes are phospholipid bilayers, and provide a physical
separation between content of the nucleus and cytoplasm. Nuclear membranes
are linked by NPCs, which act as channels for the selective traffic of proteins
and RNAs between cytoplasm and nucleus 67. The nuclear lamina is a dense,
fibrous meshwork made of lamins and lamin-associated proteins (LAPs), and
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lies underneath the inner nuclear membrane. It plays a leading role in
providing strength and integrity to the nucleus.
Inside the nucleus are chromatin, nucleoskeleton, and other structures like the
nucleolus. Chromatin is mainly classified in euchromatin and
heterochromatin, depending on their ability to be transcripted or not. The
nucleskeleton is primarily composed by lamins, but short actin structures were
also observed. Nucleskeleton is connected with cytoskeleton through the LINC
(linker of nucleoskeleton ad cytoskeleton) complex, which is predominantly
formed by nesprins and SUN proteins. Last, the nucleolus is the site where the
ribosomal subunits are assembled.
The impetus for studying the structural and mechanical properties of nuclei
was given by the observation that defective nuclear mechanics was associated
with impaired cellular functions and the onset of pathologic conditions.
Over the years, it has been shown that nuclear stiffness is crucial, and the
nucleus may be 5 to 10 times stiffer than the cytoskeleton in differentiated
cells. Among the nuclear components, most of the structural and mechanical
properties is provided by the nuclear lamina, which acts as an elastic, loadbearing element, in particular under the application of a tensile load.
Conversely, the nuclear interior behaves as a viscoelastic solid, thus can be
modelled by a spring (elastic contribute) and a dashpot (viscous contribute) 68.
This behaviour is typical for most entangled semi-flexible polymers, hence the
viscoelastic nature is most likely caused by entangled DNA structures 68.
Chromatin is thought to play a main role in nuclear stiffness, since its
stiffening was detected after alteration with divalent salts or upregulation of
heterochromatin proteins. The contribute of short actin structures is still
unknown, but probably they do not provide the same strength that has been
observed in cytoskeleton 68. Finally, inner and outer membranes have a
marginal influence on nuclear stiffness, because they behave as 2-dimensional
fluids.

1.6 Measuring the adhesion by AFM
Cell adhesion is the process by which a cell binds to another entity, such as
another cell, a substrate, or an organic matrix.
Before getting further into this section, we must ask ourselves a question, as
we did for cell stiffness: “why should we investigate the adhesiveness of a cell,
and how?”.
The answer lies in the fact that cell adhesion is fundamental in many processes,
like cell communication, tissue development and maintenance. Cell adhesion
acts as a trigger for signals regulating cell differentiation, cell cycle, migration,
and survival 69, and the interactions between cells and extracellular matrix
(ECM) can influence cell behaviour and functions. Furthermore, cell adhesion
plays a key role in health and disease: for example, abnormal adhesion
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mechanisms have been discovered in correlation with the progression of cancer
70. Last but not least, the impairment of adhesiveness is typical in the
pathogenesis of certain diseases, like AC, where the speculated detachment of
cardiomyocytes due to altered cell-cell junctions is thought to trigger the
disorder.
As well as cell stiffness, numerous techniques have been used for measuring
cell adhesion, such as micropipette aspiration, wash and centrifugation assays,
traction force assays, quartz crystal microbalance techniques, and so on.
However, this thesis is about AFM, so we will focus on this.
Adhesive properties and events are usually derived from the retraction
segment of a F-d curve. The overall cell adhesion may be described by the
maximum adhesion force, the distance at which this force occurs, and the work
of adhesion (see Figure 6).

Figure 6 Adhesive properties that can be
extracted from the retraction segment of F-d
curves.

The maximum adhesion force, also called maximum detachment force, is
represented by the peak of force respect to the zero force value. The distance at
which this force occurs is calculated from the beginning of the withdrawal until
the appearance of the peak. Finally, the work of adhesion, known as work of
detachment, defines the energy dissipated during the retraction of the probe
from the sample, and is calculated by integrating the area above the retract Fd curve and the zero force value.
“Single” bonds can be also inferred from F-d curves, looking at ruptures and
tethers. The former are referred to cell adhesion receptors which are anchored
to the cytoskeleton, whereas the latter involve receptors not linked to the
cytoskeleton 10.
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For the sake of completeness, it is worth noting that there are two main
configurations to measure cell adhesion 10 [Friedrichs et al., 2013]:
I.
II.

a cell on a substrate is “touched” by either a tipless cantilever or a
cantilever-tip assembly;
a cell adhered to the cantilever is brought in contact with either a
substrate or another cell.

In both cases, the substrate or the cantilever can be functionalised with
proteins of interest (e.g. ECM proteins). In both configurations, specific
adhesive bonds can be assessed, if the cantilver has been previously
functionalised or one cell is probed on top of another one; otherwise, nonspecific
interactions are measured. In this thesis, since we want to perform preliminary
studies that can show the power of the AFM in assessing the behaviour of cells
with genetic mutations, we decided to measure nonspecific cell adhesion.
Further experiments to investigate specific adhesive properties may be
planned after the evaluation of preliminary data here presented.
Following the same outline of section 1.5, the reader will now get in contact
with some works about cell adhesion assessed by means of AFM.
In 1998, Thie et al. aimed to unravel the mechanisms behind embryo
implantation, thus they investigated the interactions between a human
trophoblast-type cell (JAR) and two types of human uterine epithelial cell line
(RL95-2 and HEC-1-A), finding out that the bond “JAR-RL95-2” is stronger
than the one formed by JAR and HEC-1-A 71. Benoit and Gaub exploited the
second configuration earlier mentioned to show the versatility of AFM in the
study of cell adhesion: they probed bone cells (SaOS2) towards different
substrates, and red blood cells against each other 72. Notably, they discovered
that erythrocytes have null adhesion in PBS, whereas lectin addition triggered
an adhesive phenomenon between the cells 72. Configuration II was then used
to probe zebrafish primary mesendodermal progenitors against fibronectincoated substrates. First, cells derived from wild type and slb/wnt11 mutant
models were captured by a concanavalin A-functionalised cantilever 73.
Experiments demonstrated that mutant cells can “stick” less to fibronectin
than wild type, and this was due to the loss-of-function mutation in Wnt11 73.
Again, cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions were studied lowering a WM115
cell (melanoma cell line) on either a fibronectin-coated substrate or a HUVEC
cells layer 74. Interestingly, the small adhesion events observed in the curves
among WM115 cell and fibronectin disappeared after administration of RGD
peptide because it competed with fibronectin to bind integrins 74. Moreover,
AFM detected a decrease in the number of the small events also in the curves
between WM115 and HUVEC after calcium removal 74.
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Sarah E. Cross and her group analysed cells from pleural effusions to find
differences in the adhesive properties of normal and tumor cells. Nonspecific
cell adhesion of tumor cells was found to be lower than that of normal cells,
although measuring the specific interactions was strongly recommended before
choosing adhesive properties as a marker for cancer cells evaluation 75. As well
as Cross and coworkers, Laurini et al. studied nonspecific interactions, and
observed that three LMNA mutations causing DCM induced a decrease of the
work of adhesion in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, compared to controls 61.
1.6.1 Who contributes to cell adhesion?
Cell adhesion is mediated by cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), a set of proteins
located on the cell surface that bind one cell to other cells or its surroundings.
CAMs are usually divided in five classes: integrins, selectins, cadherins,
immunoglobulin superfamily, and CD44 family 76.
When a binding occurs, the resulting structures are called cell junctions. The
main cell junctions are: hemidesmosomes, focal adhesions, adherens junctions,
tight junctions, gap junctions, chemical synapses, and desmosomes 77.
Hemidesmosomes and focal adhesions refer to the link between a cell and the
surrounding environment (e.g. extracellular matrix), whereas the others
involve neighbouring cells. We will now give a glimpse of the different cell
junctions, apart from chemical synapses, since these are exclusive to nerve cells
and therefore outside of the scope of this work. As one of the genes studied in
the thesis affects desmosomes, we will dedicate a distinct section to these
structures.
Hemidesmosomes and focal adhesions are mediated by integrins, and they
serve as connection sites for intermediate filaments and microfilaments,
respectively 77. Adherens junctions connect the actin filaments of two adjacent
cells, ataking advantage of cadherins 77. Tight junctions, as indicated by the
name, seal together the neighbouring cells to create a barrier impermeable to
macromolecules 77. Finally, gap junctions are usually described as narrow pores
between adjacent cells, that are formed by clusters of channels 77.
1.6.1.1 Desmosomes
In 19th century, the Italian pathologist Giulio Bizzozero first observed certain
small, dense nodes in the spinous layer of epidermis 78, but he was not aware
that he was discovering one of the most crucial components in tissues exposed
to mechanical stress. After being initially identified as “nodes of Bizzozero”,
these complexes were later termed “desmosomes”, from the union of two Greek
words, “desmo” and “soma”, meaning bond and body, respectively 78. The
desmosomal structure is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Sketch of the desmosomal structure (adapted from 78).

Desmosomes tether intermediate filaments to the cell membrane, where they
ended with proteins belonging to the cadherin family. The cytoplasmic part of
desmosomes is formed by armadillo and plakin family members 79.
There are two types of desmosomal cadherins: desmocollins (Dscs) and
desmogleins (Dsgs): three isoforms of Dscs and four of Dsgs are expressed in
humans 78. These cadherins are similar to classical cadherins because they
have a series of highly conserved extracellular domains and a short
transmembrane domain 79. Although, classical cadherins bind to partners
sharing their nature (homophilic manner), whilst Dscs and Dsgs interactions
are still poorly understood 79. The cytoplasmic side of desmosomal cadherins is
linked to plakoglobin (Pg) and plakophilins (Pkps). Pg, also known as γ-catenin,
contains 12 armadillo repeats, flanked by distinct N- and C-termini 78; in
humans, Pg is encoded by JUP gene. The central arm-domain of Pg interacts
with desmoplakin (Dp), which in turn directly binds IFs 78. Plakophilins will be
described in detail in the chapter about AC.
Plakin family comprises desmoplakin, plectin, envoplakin, and periplakin 78.
Among them, Dp is essential for desmosome assembly and/or stabilization, and
IFs anchorage: indeed, after ablation of the desmoplakin gene, murine embryos
did not survive beyond E6.5 80. In humans, desmoplakin is encoded by DSP
gene.
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Based on the cell type, the intermediate filaments involved in the desmosomal
junctions are distinct: for instance, keratins are present in most epithelial cells,
whereas desmin is found in the myocardium 81.
Structurally, desmosomes are fundamental in tissues experiencing mechanical
stress, like skin, bladder, gastrointestinal mucosa, and myocardium, which is
the muscle that works the most in the body, contracting around 3 billion times
in the life of a human 78. Desmosomes are responsible for maintaining tissue
integrity and providing tensile strength 82. Desmosomes are peculiar junctions
since they can exhibit two different adhesive states: one is calcium-dependent,
whereas the other is a calcium-independent form. In the first state,
desmosomes may lose adhesion and split in half, but the second is strongly
adhesive and therefore is defined as “hyperadhesion” 83. It has been speculated
that hyperadhesion is a “normal” state, necessary to maintain tissue integrity;
conversely, the calcium-dependent state is a “default” state that occurs when a
weaker adhesion is required (e.g. in wound healing) 83.
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Chapter 2: The genetic diseases
2.1 Arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy
AC was first described by the Italian physician Giovanni Maria Lancisi in 1736
in his book “De Motu Cordis et Aneurysmatibus”. He reported the case of a
family that, in four generations, showed palpitations, heart failure, dilation,
aneurysms of the right ventricle and sudden death 84. However, the first, large
clinical study with 24 adult cases of “right ventricular dysplasia” dates back in
1982 85.
The original designation of the disease was “arrhythmogenic right ventricular
dysplasia” because it was considered an embryological aberration. Later, in
order to take into account the fact that it was a genetically determined heart
muscle disorder, the disease was termed “arrhythmogenic right ventricular
cardiomyopathy” 86. Over the years, many have reported cases that were
slightly different from the original phenotype: the left ventricle involvement
was indeed identical (biventricular AC) or greater (left-dominant AC) than the
right ventricle involvement 86. This has led to the diffusion of a broader
definition, “arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy”, which attempts to cover all the
phenotypes so far described 86. In the present work, we align with the latest
“trends”, so we use the name “arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy”.
The disease usually starts from the right ventricle, where cell junctions fail to
couple: defective cell-cell adhesion causes cardiac cells to “detach”, inducing
progressive loss of myocardium and subsequent fibrous or fibro-fatty
replacement 87,88.
Classical symptoms such as palpitations and syncope are due to arrhythmias,
but the first manifestation can be sudden death (SD) 89. The clinical
presentation is even more complex: clinical manifestations of this
cardiomyopathy are highly variable 89.
AC onset and progression can be divided in three phases: concealed, overt, and
cardiac failure 90. In its early stages, AC is “silent”, and patients are usually
not aware of the disease. In this phase, SD may occur, especially after a
strenuous effort (as during/after sport competitions). Notably, sport activities
have been shown to worsen AC progression and increase the risk of SD in young
and athletes 88. In the second phase of the disease, patients exhibit overt
symptoms with electrical and structural abnormalities evident during
investigation. If the left ventricle is spared, AC patients can still cope with
physical exercise, but SD is always a tangible threaten 90. As the disease
progresses, heart failure symptoms also develop.
AC cases may be infrequently diagnosed 91. In 1994, an International Task
Force identified major and minor criteria for AC diagnosis, based on a scoring
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system 92. According to this Task Force, patients would have been diagnosed
for AC if, and only if, the simultaneous presence of certain number and type
(major/minor) of criteria was verified. The criteria are reported in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Criteria for the diagnosis of AC established by an International Task Force in 1994
(adapted from 92).

In 2010, the criteria were updated in order to include novel diagnostic
approaches/platforms and the newest discoveries about the genetic background
of AC 93. The additions increased the sensitivity of the diagnostic process,
without affecting the specificity.
AC is usually diagnosed between 20 and 40 years of age, whilst diagnosis in
pediatric age (0-18 years) is uncommon 94. Indeed, AC morphofunctional
phenotype is age-dependent, hence negative results are frequent in children
and the young 95. Children with potential to develop AC due to familial and/or
personal history must be monitored carefully to identify the onset of the
pathologic phenotype 95.
Treatment options include pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic therapies;
among the latter are catheter ablation, implantable defibrillator (ICD), and, as
final choice, heart transplantation 88. According to the latest trends, gene
therapies are being explored for AC, as proposed by researchers at UC San
Diego 96.
AC is an inherited disorder, mostly transmitted with an autosomal dominant
trait. Nonetheless, autosomal recessive forms have also been identified, i.e.
Naxos disease and Carvajal syndrome. Naxos disease was first reported in the
Aegean island of Naxos, whereas Carvajal - a variant of Naxos with more
pronounced left ventricle involvement – was found in India and Ecuador 97. In
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these two diseases, cardiac disorder is only one feature of the overall
phenotype, which also comprises palmoplantar keratoderma and woolly hair
97.
2.1.1 Genetic background of AC
Nowadays, it is well-known that AC is an inherited heart muscle disorder; back
in early 2000s, the evidence for the genetic etiology were still lacking. In their
review dated 2001, Thiene and Basso reported certain potential causes for AC
- besides genetic mutations -, including the involvement of viruses and an
immune pathogenesis mechanism 90. So far, several disease genes have been
related to the onset of AC phenotypes (Table 1).
Gene

Encoded protein

PKP2

Plakophilin 2

DSP

Desmoplakin

DSG2

Desmoglein 2

DSC2

Desmocollin 2

JUP

Plakoglobin

CTNNA3

Alpha T-catenin

CDH2

N-cadherin

TMEM43

Transmembrane protein 43

TTN

Titin

FLNC

Filamin C

LMNA

Lamin A/C

TGFβ3

Transforming growth factor β3

PLN

Phospholamban

DES

Desmin

SCN5A

Voltage-gated sodium channel subunit
alpha Nav1.5

TP63

Tumor protein p63

TJP1

Tight junction protein 1

Table 1 Causal genes for AC known so far 98–100.
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AC-associated genes can be classified in two main groups: genes encoding
desmosomal and non-desmosomal proteins, respectively.
2.1.1.1 Genes coding for desmosomal proteins
Mutations in genes coding for desmosomal protein account for almost half of
the AC cases 101. The mutations responsible for AC affect plakophilin-2 (PKP2),
DSP, desmoglein-2 (DSG2), desmocollin-2 (DSC2), and PG (JUP). Section 2.1.2
will be entirely dedicated to PKP2, since it is one of the targets in this work.
The impetus for studying desmosomal proteins was the observation that in
Naxos syndrome there is a deletion mutation in JUP 102; in the following years,
the other desmosomal genes were linked to AC 103–106. Desmosomal mutations
are responsible for both autosomal dominant and recessive forms of AC.
2.1.1.2 Genes coding for nondesmosomal proteins
Before going further, the reader must be aware that most of the nondesmosomal genes have been shown in AC patients only in isolated cases;
lately, these clinical manifestations are being considered as phenocopies or
overlap syndromes because the phenotype is similar, but not identical to AC 95.
Since the analysis of the whole spectrum of genes inducing AC phenotype is
outside the aim of the work, this section will focus only on two genes reported
in Figure 8, among the non-desmosomal ones, which have proven familial
basis.
The first gene is TMEM43, which encodes for TMEM43, also known as LUMA,
namely a putative membrane protein of which very little is known 107. In 2008,
families from Newfoundland island with AC type 5 were shown to carry a
mutation (p.S358L) in TMEM43 108. Within this thesis, it is worth to mention
that dermal fibroblasts of p.S358L mutation carriers were probed by AFM.
Nuclei of mutant cells were proven to be stiffer than wild-type counterpart,
thus paving the way of AFM into AC field 109.
The second gene we will investigate is LMNA. Recently, Lamin A/C has raised
a great interest in the scientific community because mutations in LMNA are
responsible for a broad spectrum of pathologies, collectively known as
laminopathies. These diseases share LMNA mutations as common cause, but
range from tissue-specific disorders (e.g. AC-like phenotypes) to systemic
conditions (e.g. progeria). In 2012, LMNA mutations were identified in severe
forms of AC, and the addition of LMNA in the genetic screening for patients
with suspected AC was suggested 110. Later on, two other AC patients with
LMNA mutations were found in a Japanese cohort 111. As earlier anticipated,
LMNA-AC phenotype is being recently considered an overlap syndrome,
because the pathogenic phenotype cannot be considered identical to AC 95.
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2.1.2 PKP2 at a glance
Plakophilin 2 is part of the plakophilins family, together with plakophilin 1
and 3. As stated in paragraph 1.6.1.1, plakophilins belong to the larger class of
Armadillo proteins, which are characterised by a repeating 42 amino acid
motif, made of α-helices 112. The series of 10 imperfect armadillo repeats is
preceded by an amino-terminal head and followed by a short carboxyl-terminal
tail 113,114. PKP2, as well as plakophilin 1, has two isoforms: one is shorter (“a”
form), while the other is longer (“b” form) 79.
In humans, PKP2 is encoded by PKP2 gene. In cells forming desmosomes,
plakophilins have been found in both desmosomes and nuclei, whereas in cells
without desmosome, plakophilins have been detected only in the nucleus 114.
Plakophilins are responsible for the connection of desmosomal cadherins with
desmoplakin and the intermediate filaments.
Being part of the desmosome, plakophilin 2 is heavily involved in cell-cell
adhesion, cell signaling, tissue morphogenesis, and differentiation 115. A
detailed review of PKP2 functions is provided in the work of Neuber and coauthors 116.
The potential link between PKP2 mutations and AC was first speculated by
Gerull and coworkers in 2004 104. Nonetheless, as reported by Syrris et al. two
years later, this study was lacking in detailed clinical evaluation of the
probands and data on family members 115. Therefore, the first, demonstrated
link PKP2-AC must be considered the one proposed by Syrris and colleagues,
who found 9 PKP2 variants in 11 cases of familial AC, without cutaneous
manifestations 115. Since 2006, increasing evidence has led to the discovery that
PKP2 is the most common disease gene in AC, with an estimated prevalence
from 7 to 51%, and spikes reaching 70% 117.
Interestingly, PKP2 mutations have been associated with Brugada syndrome
(BS), an electrical heart disorder. 30% of BS patients carry SCN5A mutations,
and SCN5A codes for sodium channels. Lately, Brugada syndrome and AC are
considered to be sharing a common origin, so they could not be two different
pathologic entities 118. This idea has been strengthened by the fact that PKP2
variants may be found in BS cohort, and then can be implicated in the onset of
the disease 119.
PKP2 has been also proposed as a marker for cardiac myxomata, a kind of
benign tumor characterised by connective tissue embedded in mucus and most
likely derived from cardiac mesenchymal cells 120. Indeed, all adherens
junctions between cells of cardiac myxomata showed the presence of PKP2, as
observed by Rickelt et al. in 2010 120.
To the best of our knowledge, AFM has been applied to PKP2 mutant cells only
by our research group (manuscript submitted for publication).
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2.2 Dilated cardiomyopathy
DCM is a genetically determined heart muscle disorder and the most common
cardiomyopathy worldwide 121. It is characterised by the enlargement of one or
both ventricles and an impaired systolic function, in the absence of abnormal
loading conditions (e.g. pressure/volume overload or coronary artery disease)
that could otherwise explain the dysfunction 122,123.
DCM is diagnosed if two major criteria are fulfilled:
1) left ventricular fractional shortening less than 25% and/or LVEF less
than 45%;
2) left ventricular end diastolic diameter greater than 117% of the
predicted value corrected for age and body surface area per the Henry's
formula 121.
Usually, DCM is diagnosed between 30 and 40 years of age, but is also one of
the most common forms of cardiomyopathy in children 123,124. Notably, recent
evidence confirms that pediatric and adult dilated cardiomyopathies are
“distinct pathological entities” 125. For example, Tatman and colleagues
observed unique changes in gene expression of pediatric DCM hearts, which
were not found in adult samples 126. Moreover, no adverse remodeling
phenomenon was detected in children, whereas it was present in adults 125.
These indications may potentially help physicians in finding effective
treatments for pediatric patients, since therapies for adults are often failing
with children 125.
DCM can be treated with both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic
approaches. The first include for instance β-blockers, whereas the latter can be
either ICD or transplantation.
According to literature, DCM onset can be triggered by genetic, infectious,
autoimmune, and toxic causes 127. In most cases (up to 50%), no definite cause
is yet identified, and DCM is therefore defined as “idiopathic” 127,128. Maron and
coauthors described DCM etiology as “mixed”, i.e. both genetic and nongenetic;
notably, genetic DCM accounts for up to 40% of the set 123,127. 20-35% of DCM
cases have been identified as familial, therefore with two or more family
members affected by the same disease 121[Sweet et al., 2015]. Nonetheless,
familial DCM is recognised also if a first-degree relative of DCM patients
unexpectedly dies from SD before the age of 35 years 129.
Familial DCM are mostly transmitted via an autosomal dominant trait, but
autosomal recessive, X-linked and mitochondrial forms have been seldom
reported 130.
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2.2.1 Genetic background of DCM
In this section, we will look at two genes (TTN and LMNA) in the wide
spectrum of DCM disease genes, which currently comprises over 40 genes 131.
If further details are required, DCM genetic background is thoroughly
reviewed in the paper of McNally and Mestroni 132.
So far, DCM has been associated with mutations in genes involved in
sarcomere, cytoskeleton, nuclear envelope, and sarcolemma structures, but
also calcium cycling, RNA splicing, and protein trafficking 130.
Titin (TTN) is a giant protein (~ 1 μm long), encoded in humans by TTN gene,
and expressed in striated and cardiac muscles 133. It spans from the Z-disc to
the M-line of the sarcomere, and plays a key role in the assembly and
functioning of muscles 133. Titin mutations were early associated with the onset
of familial DCM, as shown in 2002 by Gerull and coauthors 134. Nowadays, TTN
is recognonised as the most common disease gene in DCM 135, in particular
after the groundbreaking study of Herman et al., in which authors reported
that around 30% of DCM patients carry a TTN mutation 136. Interestingly, titin
has been widely studied via AFM, exploiting a technique that allows to pull
and stretch single molecules. A comprehensive review was published by Linke
and Grützner 137.
LMNA has been already introduced in the AC section. Within the huge variety
of diseases caused by LMNA mutations, there is also DCM. In 1994, Kass et al.
described a gene defect at locus 1p1-1q1 that was associated with conduction
system disease and DCM; however, the candidate genes were not identified 138.
Later on, Fatkin and coworkers further explored these data and were the first
to report LMNA mutations as causes of DCM and conduction system disease
139. DCM was confirmed then in Lmna -/- mice, which manifested dilated
cardiomyopathy and conduction abnormalities by 4-6 weeks of age 140. Further
details about lamin A/C and DCM are reviewed in 141–143.
In the next paragraphs, we will have a closer look at FLNC, a gene that has
been recently discovered in association with DCM and other forms of
cardiomyopathy.
2.2.2 FLNC at a glance
Filamin C, also known as filamin 2, is one of the three isoforms of filamins
expressed in mammals. As well as the other isoforms, FLNC is a dimer with a
flexible V-shaped structure. Each monomer consists of three main regions:
head, backbone, and tail 144. The head of filamins is a N-terminal actin-binding
domain; it is followed by the backbone, namely a rod region composed by 24
immunoglobulin-like repeats 144,145. The 24th repeat is the tail region and
identifies the self-association domain, that is where two filamin monomers can
dimerise 144,146. Figure 9 depicts the general structure pf filamins.
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Figure 10 Schematic structure of filamins (adapted from 144).

In humans, FLNC is encoded by FLNC gene, and in adults its expression is
mostly restricted to cardiac and skeletal muscles 147. Though the exact function
of filamins is yet to be fully understood, it is well-established that filamins are
actin-binding proteins. They were among the first actin-binding molecules to
be discovered, certainly the first non-muscle actin binding proteins 147. In 1978,
Brotschi et al. showed that actin forms 3D networks in presence of so called
actin gelling factors, like filamin 148. The orthogonal networks of actin formed
by filamins can be viewed in the paper of Stossel et al. 145.
Besides actin, filamins have been shown to interact with more than 90 different
proteins, included but not limited to dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC),
integrin, myotilin, FATZ, and myopodin 146,149. Because of this large number of
interactions, filamins are thought to be involved in many processes, like cellcell and cell-ECM adhesion, actin remodeling, mechanoprotection, and several
signaling pathways 146. Some of these interactions suggest FLNC to contribute
to the mechanical stability of the sarcomere 150. Therefore, if a mutation occurs,
most likely there will be an impairment of the cell mechanical
behaviour/mechanics.
FLNC mutations were first described in myopathies, then in heart muscle
disorders. In 2014, variants in FLNC were identified in patients suffering from
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, who were showing marked abnormalities in the
sarcomere of cardiac muscle 151. One year later, Brodehl and colleagues
reported FLNC mutations as cause of autosomal dominant restrictive
cardiomyopathy 152. The first association between FLNC and DCM was the
observation of putative mutation in FLNC in a DCM patient, but the
pathogenicity was not demonstrated 153. The first pathogenic mutation was
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identified in 2016 by Begay et al.: families from Italy and US, affected by DCM,
were FLNC mutations carriers 150. Authors confirmed the pathogenicity of
FLNC mutations knocking down the ortholog flncb in zebrafish, and observing
the manifestation of a cardiac dysfunction phenotype 150. Similarly, the FLNC
variants found by Reinstein and co-authors caused a devastating DCM
phenotype when co-expressed, alongside the deposition of filamin C aggregates
154. Mutant filamin C proteins were observed also in a cohort of patients
previously diagnosed for DCM, AC, and restrictive cardiomyopathy: truncating
FLNC mutations were then associated with the onset of an overlap syndrome
between DCM and AC 155.
After this promising evidence, finding a link between FLNC and
cardiomyopathies has become a hot topic in the scientific community. Only in
2018, FLNC mutations have been found to cause adult-onset familial DCM in
Iceland 156, and a cardiac-restricted arrhythmogenic DCM phenotype 157.
Future perspectives in the study of FLNC-associated cardiomyopathies have
been recently highlighted by Corrado and Zorzi 158.

2.3 Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome
Progeria is a rare, genetic disorder causing premature and accelerated ageing.
The term progeria derives from two Greek words, “pro” and “gēras”, namely
“before, premature” and “old age”.
Usually, children appear normal at birth, but within the first year, they start
manifesting the typical features of the disease 159. The syndrome is
characterised by a wide spectrum of clinical features, including growth
retardation, alopecia, prominent eyes ad scalp vasculature, lipodystrophy,
micrognathia, and atherosclerosis; mental development is generally normal 160–
162. Often, HGPS patients die during puberty (averagely 13 years of age)
because of cardiovascular complications 160,163.
The disease was first described in England by Hutchinson and Gilford, in 1886
and 1904 respectively 164. Progeria affects 1 in 20 million people, with 350-400
HGPS children estimated to live at any one time 165.
HGPS is diagnosed based on the typical signs and symptoms described above
(see Figure 10). Genetic tests are performed to confirm the diagnosis.
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Figure 11 Main diagnostic criteria for HGPS 166.

To date, no treatment has been proven effective yet. Therapeutic approaches
are usually targeted to alleviate the symptoms or prevent certain events (e.g.
administration of low doses of aspirin to prevent thromboembolic episodes) 167.
Harhouri and coauthors have recently published a thorough review of
treatment strategies 161.
HGPS is a laminopathy, in fact is caused by mutations in LMNA. Both
autosomal dominant and recessive forms of progeria have been either reported
or hypothesised so far. The most common trait is autosomal dominant, but
recessive inheritance has been suggested in certain works, for example by Gabr
et al., who described two affected sisters 168.
In the next section, the genetic background of progeria will be described,
focusing on the alterations of LMNA and the consequent effects.
2.3.1 Genetic background of HGPS and LMNA at a glance
2003 was a turning point in the study of progeria: that year, two independent
groups reported LMNA mutations as cause of HGPS. Before, HGPS gene was
“localised” to chromosome 1q, but no disease gene was clearly identified 169. De
Sandre-Giovannoli and colleagues described two patients carrying a
heterozygous C to T substitution at nucleotide 1824 in April 2003, whilst
Eriksson and coauthors published their results on 23 cases of classical HGPS
later in May 2003 169,170. In 18 patients, Eriksson and her group observed in
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the same silent single-base substitution (G608G) identified by De SandreGiovannoli et al.; they found also other mutations in two cases (G608S and
E145K, respectively) 169. The absence of G608G, G608S, and E145K mutations
in parents allowed confirming the de novo nature of the mutation (nota bene:
only 8 cases with G608G were considered) 169.
Up to now, 14 different mutations have been identified as causative of HGPS,
but the most common mutation remains G608G 171,172.
In humans, the alternative splicing of LMNA produces lamin A, lamin C, and
two minor isoforms (lamin AΔ10 and lamin C2, respectively) 173. These are
collectively known as A-type lamins, and are type V intermediate filaments. As
well as other IFs, A-type lamins have a short N-terminal head, followed by a αhelical central rod domain, and end in a carboxyl-terminus that comprises also
an immunoglobulin-like domain 173,174.
Lamin A and lamin C are identical, except for the C-terminus, where lamin A
has 98 amminoacids (AAs) more than lamin C (Figure 11) 175. In lamin A, the
AAs form a CAAX motif, which is crucial for the posttranslational modifications
leading to the insertion of lamin A in the nuclear lamina 175.

Figure 12 Lamin structure and domain organisation (modified version of 176).

Lamin A is produced as a precursor, called prelamin A, that undergoes several
processes. The complete maturation of lamin A lasts around 3 hours, and is
depicted in Figure 12 177. In HGPS, the genetic mutations cause an
accumulation of a truncated form of prelamin A, known as progerin 178.
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Figure 13 Posttranslational modifications of prelamin A (adapted from 177).

Though lamins are part of the nuclear lamina, they have been observed also in
the nucleoplasm and in association with sites of DNA replication 174. Over the
years, many functions of lamins have been revealed, but the whole spectrum of
their activities remains elusive. The reader may find an introductory
perspective on the functions fulfilled by lamins in one of our papers 174. Here,
we will focus on the role played by lamin A/C in cell mechanics. The first
evidence of this was provided by studies of Xenopus oocytes. Dahl et al. studied
isolated Xenopus oocyte nuclei via micropipette aspiration, finding out that the
nuclear lamina is extensible, but has a compressibility limit, and therefore acts
as a molecular shock absorber 179. The same model (isolated nuclei of
amphibian oocytes) was later investigated by AFM, after ectopical expression
of lamin A. Nuclear stiffness of mutants was higher than in controls, depending
upon the level of lamin expressed (which in turn was based on the
concentration of DNA injected) 180. On the other hand, Kauffmann et al.
injected amphibian oocytes to ectopically express either wild type or mutant
(E145K) lamin A. Isolated nuclei were probed by AFM, revealing an increase
of the stiffness due to the abnormal protein 181. Nuclei isolation was crucial
even in the work of Apte and colleagues, who studied dermal fibroblasts from
a progeria patient. In the paper, skin fibroblasts were derived from one
progeria patient, a young (10 years old) donor, and an old (61 years old) one 182.
Whilst no significant difference was detected among the groups in the overall,
isolation of the nuclei showed a different mechanics (i.e. Young’s modulus), and
an increase in stiffness due to progeria and/or age 182. Conversely, mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) with lamin A/C deficiency (MEF-/-) exhibited
reduced stiffness and lost their integrity after compression experiments, if
compared to wild type samples (MEF+/+) 183. Same conclusions were achieved
by Lammerding and his group with other techniques: lamin-deficient MEFs
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displayed both increased nuclear deformability and lower cytoskeletal stiffness
184.
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Chapter 3: Materials and Methods
3.1 Cell culture
3.1.1 AC/PKP2 framework
Mouse atrial cells, HL-1 (WT) and PKP2-deficient HL-1 (PKP2) were kindly
provided by Dr. Marian and his group at UTHealth (Houston, Texas, US) 185,186.
Both HL-1 cell lines were cultured according to the protocol established by
Claycomb and colleagues 187. Briefly, cells were seeded on substrates previously
coated with 0.005% fibronectin and 0.02% gelatin. HL-1 were cultured in
Claycomb medium supplemented with 2mM L-glutamine, 10% fetal bovine
serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin and 10 mM
norepinephrine; all chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Cell
cultures were maintained according to standard procedures in a humidified
incubator at 37°C, 5% CO2.
3.1.2 DCM/FLNC framework
hiPSC-CMs were kindly provided by Dr. Mestroni and her group at University
of Colorado Denver (Aurora, Colorado, US). Four conditions were studied: one
was a commercial line derived from foreskin (identified in this work as “4skin”);
one was derived from a patient (“MC166”); the last two were generated from
“MC166” by CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing to obtain FLNCKO+/- and FLNCKO-/hiPSCs (identified as “FLNC Het” and “FLNC Homo”). Cells were cultured and
differentiated into cardiomyocytes according to the protocol established by
Sharma et al., which results in a purified cardiomyocyte population after 17
days of culture [Sharma et al., 2015]. Simply, hiPSCs were differentiated into
cardiomyocytes by chemically modulating the Wnt/β-catenin signaling through
CHIR and IWR molecules. Then, hiPSC-CMs were further purified following
glucose starvation. As well as HL-1, hiPSC-CMs were maintained in a
humidified atmosphere at 37°C, 5% CO2.
3.1.3 HGPS/LMNA framework
Rat cardiac fibroblasts were isolated from neonatal, juvenile, and adult
animals. The animal studies were in accordance with the guidelines of the
University of Colorado Denver Animal Care and Use Committee.
Neonatal rat cardiac fibroblasts (NRCFs) were isolated from 1-3 days old
Wistar rat pups as previously done by our research group 188; the procedure
was early described by Martinelli et al., but minor modifications were
introduced 189. Briefly, hearts were dissociated in CBFHH (calcium and
bicarbonate-free Hanks with Hepes) buffer containing 0.5 mg/ml of
Collagenase type 2, and 1 mg/ml of Pancreatine. Fibroblasts were separated
from cardiomyocytes plating the cellular suspension on a 100-mm Petri dish.
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After 45 minutes, the supernatant containing cardiomyocytes was removed,
leaving fibroblasts on the bottom. NRCFs were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (DMEM) high glucose, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum, heat inactivated and 1% antibiotic-antimycotic. Cells were maintained
in a humidified incubator at 37°C, 5%CO2 and passaged until P7.
Juvenile and adult rat cardiac fibroblasts (JRCFs and ARCFs, respectively)
were kindly provided by Dr. Kathleen Woulfe and Cortney Wilson at University
of Colorado Denver. Notably, ARCFs were isolated from female rats only,
whereas NRCFs and JRCFs were both genders. Concisely, hearts were
perfused and digested to obtain a myocytes pellet. The supernatant containing
fibroblasts was centrifuged at 400g for 10 minutes to separate the fibroblasts.
JRCFs and ARCFs were cultured according to the conditions previously
described for NRCFs.

3.2 Infection of NRCFs, JRCFs, and ARCFs with adenoviral vectors
The adenoviral vectors (AdV) used in this study were kindly provided by Dr.
Mestroni (UCDenver). The LMNA mutation studied in this work was G608G.
AdVs were generated with the same method previously reported by our group
61. Briefly, the hLMNA (wild type and mutant) cDNA was cloned into the Dual
CCM plasmid (shuttle vector) and delivered into the Adenovirus vector through
homologous recombination using the Gateway® technology. The pAd vector is
a bicistronic adenovirus vector that contains GFP as a tag marker 5’ to hLMNA.
The inserts (EGFP and LMNA) were regulated by CMV promoters. Therefore,
cells expressing hLMNA can be identified using GFP as a marker of infection.
NRCFs, JRCFs, and ARCFs were starved for at least 40 minutes before
infection, followed by adenoviral infection at 50 multiplicity of infection (MOI).
Cells were kept overnight in complete medium at 37°C, 5% CO2. 24 hours after
infection, medium was replaced with fresh complete medium. All experiments
were performed 48 hours after infection, according to the protocol previously
established in our laboratory 61,190.

3.3 Immunofluorescence experiments
In the frameworks where IF experiments were required, cells were fixed for 15
minutes with 4% paraformaldehyde (ThermoFisher Scientific).
For vimentin staining, cells were blocked for 1 hour with 5% donkey serum in
1X phosphate buffer saline (PBS)/0.3% Triton X-100. Cells were stained
overnight at 4°C with 1:500 primary antibody against vimentin (ab137321,
abcam). After rinsing with PBS 1X, cells were incubated for 1 hour at room
temperature with 1:1000 secondary antibody (A-11035, Invitrogen).
Representative images were acquired using DFC450 C (Leica).
For actin staining, cells were permeabilised for 5 minutes with 1X PBS/0.3%
Triton X-100. Then, cells were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature
with 1X PBS/0.3% Triton X-100/1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). 5 μl of
phalloidin staining solution (Texas Red™-X Phalloidin, ThermoFisher
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Scientific) were added to 200 μl of 1X PBS, and then placed on the samples for
20 minutes at room temperature, according to the manufacturer’s
recommended protocol. Representative images were acquired using EVOS FL
Cell Imaging System (ThermoFisher Scientific).
In fixed cells, nuclei were counterstained with 1:8000 DAPI (D1306,
ThermoFisher Scientific).
Living NRCFs, JRCFs, ARCFs, and hiPSC-CMs probed via AFM were stained
with a cell-permeant nuclear counterstain (NucBlue™, ThermoFisher
Scientific). Cells were incubated with the staining solution for at least 20
minutes at 37°C, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

3.4 AFM sample preparation
3.4.1 AC/PKP2 framework
For AFM experiments, WT and PKP2 HL-1 cells were seeded on borosilicate
circular coverslips (Ø = 24 mm, thickness = 0.08 - 0.12 mm, Menzel Gläser).
The coverslips were previously sonicated in 70% ethanol, dried under N 2,
cleaned with oxygen plasma (GaLa Instrumente), and then coated with 0.005%
fibronectin and 0.02% gelatin (Sigma Aldrich). After dislodgement with
TrypLE™ (ThermoFisher Scientific) and centrifugation according to 187, 70,000
cells were plated on each coverslip, then kept overnight in supplemented
Claycomb medium at 37°C, 5% CO2. 24 hours after plating, samples were
probed by AFM.
3.4.2 DCM/FLNC framework
FLNC hiPSC-CMs were plated on 35 mm-culture plates (93040, TPP) 5 days
prior to AFM measurements. Briefly, hiPSC-CMs were trypsinised and
individualised using TrypLE® (Gibco) according to the manufacturer’s
recommended protocol. Approximately 100,000 hiPSC-CMs were plated on
Matrigel coated plates. The hiPSC-CMs were allowed to recover for a minimum
of three days prior to experiments. hiPSC-CMs were observed every for signs
of contraction. hiPSC-CMs that were not beating after 5 days in culture were
discarded.
3.4.3 HGPS/LMNA framework
For AFM experiments, NRCFs, JRCFs, and ARCFs were seeded in 35 mmPetri dishes (93040, TPP), previously coated with 0.1% porcine gelatin (Sigma
Aldrich). In brief, cells were dislodged with 1X Trypsin EDTA (Sigma Aldrich),
centrifuged at 220g for 3 minutes, and 50,000 cells were taken to be plated in
each Petri dish. The day after seeding, cells were infected as previously
described. AFM experiments were performed 48 hours after administration of
the adenoviral constructs, in accordance with the protocol established by 61,190.
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3.5 AFM experiments
Force spectroscopy experiments on HL-1 cells were carried out at BOKU
University (Vienna, Austria) by using a NanoWizard® II (JPK Instruments),
whereas tests on primary cardiac fibroblasts and hiPSC-CMs were performed
at UCDenver (Aurora, Colorado, US) with a NanoWizard® 4a (JPK
Instruments). In both cases, AFM was mounted on an inverted optical
microscope (Zeiss) to visualise cells during experiments.
Every measurement was acquired on single, living, and intact cells in
appropriate medium. The cell status was monitored during the experiment by
using the optical microscope coupled with the AFM. Single cells were selected
based on comparable morphology to minimise data variability.
3.5.1 AC/PKP2 framework
WT and PKP2 HL-1 cells were tested at 37°C using the BioCell™ liquid
chamber (JPK Instruments) (Figure 13), coupled with the CellHesion® module
(JPK Instruments). All experiments were carried out in complete Claycomb
medium. The duration of the experiments was limited to minimise the effects
of pH changes in the cell medium.
F-d curves were acquired with DNP-S10 probes (Bruker), which are made of a
silicon nitride cantilever and a sharpened tip (Figure 13). In each set of
experiments, cantilevers were calibrated using the thermal noise option
provided in the JPK software. The resulting spring constant was usually
around 0.175 N/m.
Control and mutant cells were probed at one position corresponding to the
nuclear region.
The maximum load applied was 4 nN. Dwell time was set at 60 s, and the
loading rate (approach and retraction speed) was 10 μm/s.
3.5.2 DCM/FLNC framework
4SKIN, MC166, FLNC Het, and FLNC Homo cells were tested at 37°C using
the PetriDishHeater™ liquid chamber (JPK Instruments) (Figure 14). All
experiments were carried out in RPMI medium supplemented with Insulin. As
well as tests on HL-1, the duration of the experiments was limited to minimise
the influence of pH variations on the samples.
F-d curves were acquired with CP-PNP probes (NanoAndMore), which are
made of a silicon nitride cantilever and a Pyrex-nitride spherical probe (Figure
14). According to the manufacturer, the sphere diameter is within the range
5.5 ÷ 9 μm, and was individually measured via optical microscopy before any
experiment. In each set of measurements, cantilevers were calibrated using the
thermal noise option provided in the JPK software. The resulting spring
constant was around 0.03 N/m.
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As already mentioned, cells were stained with NucBlue™ at least 20 minutes
before the beginning of an experiment. Each cell was probed in its nuclear
region, at a single position.
The maximum load applied was set at 2 nN, and loading rate at 2 μm/s.
3.5.3 HGPS/LMNA framework
NT, WT, and PRG cells were tested at 37°C using the PetriDishHeater™ liquid
chamber (JPK Instruments) (Figure 14). All experiments were carried out in
complete DMEM. Precautions were adopted in determining the duration of a
batch of experiments, as reported in the previous frameworks. Force
spectroscopy tests were performed with the same type of tip-cantilever
assembly used for hiPSC-CMs (CP-PNP, NanoAndMore).
The spring constant, as calibrated with the JPK software, was around 0.05
N/m.
The experimental parameters were the same established for hiPSC-CMs.

Figure 14 AFM setup for measurements on HL-1 cells. BioCell™ chamber was
used to maintain stable the temperature at 37°C (panel a). Cells were probed
with a four-sided pyramidal tip (panel b), mounted on a triangular cantilever
(panel c) 191. White bar ranges within 2.2-8 um.
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Figure 15 AFM setup for measurements on cardiac fibroblasts and hiPSC-CMs.
PetriDishHeater™ was used to maintain stable the temperature at 37°C (panel
a). Cells were probed with a spherical tip (panel b), mounted on a triangular
cantilever (panel c) 192,193.

3.6 Stiffness and adhesion data analysis
F-d curves were analysed with the dedicated option in JPK software for
assessing Young’s modulus. Approach segments were fitted with the HertzSneddon model implemented in the software, depending on the shape of the tip
(either four-sided pyramid or sphere). Sample Poisson ratio was assumed to be
0.5, modeling cells as incompressible bodies 57,194. Curves were fitted up to a
pre-set value, varying from cell type to cell type, in order to maintain the
measurements within 10% of the cell height and limit the effects of the hard
substrate (refer to the introduction for motivations).
Adhesive properties of the cells were calculated from the retract segment of Fd curves, applying the options provided by JPK software.
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3.7 Nuclear shape descriptor (circularity) assessment
In the LMNA framework, a nuclear shape descriptor was assessed by using
ImageJ (version 1.51K). Briefly, an ImageJ-based threshold extraction method
was used on the images acquired while performing AFM experiments. Cell
nuclei were described in terms of circularity, as follows:
➢ circularity is defined as 4*π*area/(perimeter2), and ranges from 0.0 to
1.0, with 1.0 representing a perfect circle.

3.8 Statistical analyses
Experimental AFM data were analysed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad
Software, Inc). Data are represented as boxplots in the style of Tukey. These
plots visualise summary statistics (median, hinges, and fences) and individual
outlying points. The horizontal line represents the second quartile (median),
whereas hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles. The upper fence
extends from the third quartile to the greater value, no further than (3 rd
quartile + 1.5*IQR), where IQR is the interquartile distance. The lower fence
ranges from the 1st quartile to the lowest value, at most 1.5*IQR of the hinge.
Data normality was verified by Shapiro-Wilk test.
WT and PKP2-deficient HL-1 cells were analysed with Kruskal-Wallis and
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests since distributions were found to be not normal.
In other frameworks, where not normal distributions were found, KruskalWallis test was applied, followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test, in
accordance with 61.
Shape descriptors data were analysed as well as AFM data.
In all instances, a significance α = 0.05 level was assumed.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion
4.1 AC/PKP2 framework
Wild-type (WT) and PKP2-deficient (PKP2) HL-1 cells were probed with a foursided pyramidal tip, and F-d curves were subsequently analysed for studying
AC.
4.1.1 Stiffness
Approach segments of F-d curves were fitted up to 500 nm and 1 μm, which
were consistent with cell heights previously measured by our research group
(manuscript submitted for publication). Figure 15 shows the boxplots for
Young’s modulus, as calculated from the different fittings.

Figure 16 Panel a) shows the Young’s modulus as calculated from Hertz-Sneddon
model, with a fitting range of 500 nm (nWT=30; nPKP2=35). Panel b) represents Young’s
modulus when the fitting extends to 1 μm (n WT=35; nPKP2=45). Mann-WhitneyWilcoxon rank sum test showed significant difference between WT and PKP2 (* pvalue<0.05, **p-value<0.01).

Regardless of the fitting used, Young’s modulus of PKP2-deficient cells was
always lower than wild-type HL-1 cells. This is in accordance with the data
previously reported by our research group: mutant cells were shown to have a
nuclear stiffness 5-times lower than wild-type counterpart 195. Although, in our
previous works, a different setup was used, namely cell nuclei were probed with
a spherical probe, at 1 μm/s, and F-d curves were fitted up to 1 μm (manuscript
submitted for publication). The trend observed was comparable, but the
absolute values we hereby measured were higher than those reported in the
manuscript submitted for publication. Young’s modulus of wild-type HL-1 cells
was also higher than the value of HL-1 cells assessed by Kossivas and
colleagues with a sphere-shaped cantilever tip 196. Actually, this is consistent
with literature: sharp tips usually detect higher stiffness than spherical probes.
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For instance, Rico and coworkers found greater Young’s modulus of epithelial
A549 cells by using blunted pyramidal tips than spherical probes 197. Similarly,
sharp tips yielded higher stiffness of both HUVEC and Schlemm’s canal cells
than spherical tips 198.
Despite the difference observed between sharp and spherical probes remains
an intriguing and controversial issue, it goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
What is important to stress is that our experimental setup was able to detect a
significant difference in the stiffness of wild-type and mutant cells, thus
proving the power of AFM. The variation we observed is consistent with PKP2
deficiency, which is known to cause major alterations in cytoskeletal actin 199
and impair desmosomes disrupting desmoplakin assembly dynamics 200.
Further experiments would be required, but AFM assessment of Young’s
modulus certainly directs the future investigations towards cytoskeleton and
nucleus, thus the key players in regulating cell stiffness.
4.1.2 Adhesion
The following figure is representative of the adhesive properties of WT and
PKP2 HL-1 cells, as measured from the retraction segment of F-d curves.

Figure 17 Panels a), b), and c) refer to work of adhesion, adhesion force, and distance at which
the adhesion force occurs, respectively. Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon rank sum test highlights a
significant difference between WT and PKP2 only in the distance dataset (nWT=40; nPKP2=39)
(*** p-value<0.001).

Interestingly, our data differed from the results found by Puzzi et al. in 2015
195: while they detected a significant difference in the work of adhesion, we did
not. This is most likely due to the different setup, since we used a four-sided
pyramidal tip instead of a spherical probe. The contact area between tip and
sample was therefore different (greater in the case of the sphere), and it is
reasonable to speculate that more interactions may take place if a larger area
is available. We tried to act on the dwell time, increasing it up to 60 s, in order
to promote the interaction between tip and cell. Nonetheless, no variation
occurred in work of adhesion and adhesion force between WT and PKP2 cells.
Conversely, a significant change was detected in the distance at which the
maximum adhesion force occurs. Notably, we observed a decrease in the
Young’s modulus of mutant cells, and the corresponding increase of the
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distance. We can therefore hypothesise that the distance at which the tip starts
to detach from the cell may be higher because the cell is more deformable (i.e.
with lower stiffness). To the best of our knowledge, this interesting result has
never been observed and discussed in any biological event thought to impair
mechanical properties. We would suggest further investigations to identify the
major contributors to this phenomenon, either cytoskeleton or nucleus; since
one of the properties involved is cell stiffness, most likely the variation is
related to these elements. This goal could be achieved by selectively inhibit
certain elements, like actin or microtubules (i.e. administration of cytochalasin
D or nocodazole).

4.2 DCM/FLNC framework
hiPSC-CMs derived from the commercial line (4skin), the donor (MC166), and
the gene-edited cells (FLNC Het and FLNC Homo) were indented with a
spherical probe to obtain F-d curves and investigate DCM phenotype in vitro.
4.2.1 Stiffness
Approach segments of F-d curves were fitted up to 400 nm. This value is
consistent with the cell height revealed by AFM imaging, which was around 4
μm at its minimum (data not shown). Figure 17 shows the boxplots for Young’s
modulus.

Figure 18 Panel a) shows the Young’s modulus calculated for cardiomyocytes
derived from a commercial line (foreskin, “4skin”), hiPSCs from a patient
(“MC166”), and from CRISPR-CAS9-edited MC166 (“FLNC Het” and “FLNC
Homo”). Panel b) focuses on the isogenic data. Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by
Dunn’s test, does not find a significant difference among the groups (n 4skin=21;
nMC166=16; nFLNC Het=28; nFLNC Homo=18).

One of the major contributor to cell stiffness, the cytoskeleton, was stained for
actin in randomly selected samples: actin staining was thus performed on the
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commercial line-derived cardiomyocytes and the FLNC heterozygous
specimens. Experiments showed a different actin organisation in the samples,
with the controls exhibiting the typical striated structure of cardiomyocytes.
This was not detected in the heterozygous specimen. Representative images
follow (Figure 18):

Figure 19 Panel a) shows the actin staining (red) for 4skin and FLNC Het cells. Typical striated
structure of cardiomyocytes is observed in controls (white boxes), as in the magnification
provided in panel b). Scale bar: 200 μm.

Since filamin C is known to be an actin-binding protein, the altered actin
organisation is most likely due to the partial deletion of this protein in FLNC
Het cells. Nonetheless, AFM was not able to detect a significant variation of
cell stiffness. Our observations may be affected by the sample size, which is
sufficient, but could be improved. Increasing the number of data could reduce
the variability observed, above all, in FLNC Homo dataset and may potentially
change the conclusions hereby reported.
Besides, it is worth mentioning that cytoskeleton is a key player in providing
strength to the cell, but nucleus is pivotal too. In order to prevent artefacts due
to substrate stiffness, all the measurements were performed above the nuclear
region, which corresponds to the highest portion of a cell. Perhaps, the lacking
detection of a variation in cell stiffness is caused by the contribute of the
nucleus, which overcomes that of cytoskeleton (and actin, in particular).
Further experiments may be carried in wider areas, exceeding the nucleus, to
estimate “single” contributes.
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4.2.2 Adhesion
The following figure is representative of the adhesive properties of hiPSC-CMs,
as measured from the retraction segment of F-d curves.

Figure 20 Adhesive properties of hiPSC-CMs as measured by AFM. Panels a), b), c)
show the work of adhesion, adhesion force and distance at which the maximum force
occurs, respectively. In each panel there are two boxplots, one comprising all the
groups (4skin, MC166, FLNC Het, FLNC Homo), whereas the other includes only the
isogenic data (MC166 and the gene-edited groups FLNC Het and FLNC Homo).
Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests did not detect any significant difference among the
groups (n4skin=15; nMC166=10; nFLNC Het=25; nFLNC Homo=12).

AFM analysis of adhesive properties of FLNC-deficient hiPSC-CMs did not
reveal any significant difference among groups, despite filamin C being
potentially involved in cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions. Our analysis might
suffer from lack of data, so even in this case, further experiments are
suggested. This type of experiment assesses nonspecific adhesive properties,
and these are probably not susceptible to FLNC absence. Since filamin C
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interacts with integrins, AFM experiments with tips functionalised with ECM
proteins could reveal alterations of specific adhesive mechanisms.

4.3 HGPS/LMNA framework
Once isolated and infected, cardiac fibroblasts were stained to verify the
amount of fibroblasts. In literature, fibroblasts are often identified with
antibodies against vimentin, an intermediate filament expressed in fibroblasts
201,202. Majority of cells was positive for vimentin staining, as shown in the
following representative images (Figure 20).

Figure 21 Immunofluorescence staining for vimentin (red) as a marker for
fibroblasts. GFP is associated with AdV expressing either wild-type (WT)
or mutant (PRG) hLMNA. Most cells are positive for vimentin. Scale bar:
50 μm.

Neonatal, juvenile, and adult cardiac fibroblasts were probed with a sphereshaped tip, and F-d curves were subsequently analysed to elucidate the cell
mechanical phenotype in HGPS.
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4.3.1 Stiffness
Young’s moduli of NRCFs, JRCFs, and ARCFs are presented in Figure 22.
Approach segments of F-d curves were all fitted up to 200 nm because AFM
imaging revealed an average cell height around 2 μm (data not shown).

Figure 22 Young’s moduli of NRCFs (panel a), JRCFs (panel b), and ARCFs (panel c). KruskalWallis and Dunn’s tests found a statistical difference only between controls and PRG
fibroblasts isolated from juvenile animals (NRCFs: nNT=84; nWT=43; nPRG=36. JRCFs: nNT=78;
nWT=44; nPRG=42. ARCFs: nNT=76; nWT=45; nPRG=49.) (* p-value<0.05; **** p-value<0.0001).

Even if detected only in cells from juvenile rats, the increase of cell stiffness
due to mutant hLMNA is in accordance with literature. Mutations associated
with HGPS have been previously shown to cause higher Young’s moduli. For
example, we already anticipated that ectopically expression of mutant (E145K)
lamin in Xenopus oocytes caused an increase of Young’s modulus of isolated
nuclei, when measured by AFM and compared to controls 181. Similarly, AFM
assessed a higher nuclear stiffness in dermal fibroblasts from a patient bearing
the E145K mutation than young and old donors 182.
Conversely, no significant difference was measured in NRCFs. This leads to
speculate that the effect of G608G LMNA on cell stiffness follows an agedependent trend. The relationship should be confirmed in the ARCFs, but no
statistical difference among the groups in cells from adults was detected.
Nevertheless, it is crucial to remind that ARCFs were isolated from females
only, whereas NRCFs and JRCFs are mixed populations. These results suggest
that Young’s modulus could be influenced by gender in this in vitro model. De
facto, a male to female ratio of 1.2:1 was reported in literature by Hennekam,
thus there is a slightly higher number of male HGPS patients compared to
females 162. These data raise interest, but first the dataset of ARCFs shall be
extended to male rats to confirm the relationship between cell stiffness and
age.
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Given the statistical difference in JRCFs, we stained actin to compare its
organisation between wild-type and mutant cells. Representative images are
hereby reported:

Figure 23 Immunofluorescence staining for actin (red). GFP is
associated with AdV expressing either wild-type (WT) or mutant
(PRG) hLMNA. Scale bar: 200 μm.

Since no clear evidence of a different actin assembly was found, and lamin A/C
is localised in the nucleus, we compared the nuclear shape of controls and
mutant cells. Circularity of nuclei was assessed via an ImageJ-based threshold
extraction method and analysed as well as AFM data.

Figure 24 Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Dunn’s test,
did not reveal a significant difference among the groups
in JRCFs. Therefore, nuclear shape is assumed to be
identical between controls and mutant cells, despite the
presence of G608G lamin (nNT=72; nWT=42; nPRG=41).
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Circularity of nuclei is assumed to be identical in NT, WT, and PRG JRCFs,
because data analysis did not find any significant difference. This may be
consistent with literature, since dermal fibroblasts from HGPS patients
showed an increasingly abnormal nuclear shape when associated with the
increase of passage number in culture 203. Verstraeten et al. hypothesised that
nuclear shape alteration was caused by the accumulation of abnormal lamin at
the nuclear envelope 203. Unfortunately, our system (adenoviral vector) does
not provide a stable expression of mutant protein when cells proliferate;
indeed, the mutation is not transferred to daughter cells, as it would be with a
lentivirus. This in vitro model may be not appropriate for a long-term study of
the nuclear shape, nonetheless proved to be effective in discerning the
mechanical properties of cells bearing the mutation. Further investigations are
required to identify the mechanisms responsible for the variation of cell
stiffness: in particular, it is mandatory to find out an eventual correlation with
age and sex of the animal model, as was suggested by our findings.
4.3.2 Adhesion
Nonspecific adhesive properties of NRCFs, JRCFs, and ARCFs were assessed
from the retract segments of F-d curves. Data are presented in the following:

Figure 25 Adhesive properties of NRCFs: work of adhesion (panel a), adhesion force (panel b),
and distance at which the adhesion force occurs (panel c). Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests did
not reveal a statistical difference among the groups for every parameter (NRCFs: nNT=60;
nWT=33; nPRG=28).

Figure 26 Adhesive properties of JRCFs: work of adhesion (panel a), adhesion force (panel b),
and distance at which the adhesion force occurs (panel c). Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests
found a statistical difference among the groups only for the distance (JRCFs: nNT=43; nWT=25;
nPRG=25) (* p-value<0.05; ** p-value<0.01).
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Figure 27 Adhesive properties of ARCFs: work of adhesion (panel a), adhesion force (panel b),
and distance at which the adhesion force occurs (panel c). Kruskal-Wallis and Dunn’s tests did
not find a significant difference among the groups for every parameter (ARCFs: nNT=45;
nWT=21; nPRG=32).

Only in JRCFs, data analysis revealed a significant difference in one property,
namely the distance at which the maximum adhesion force occurs. In
particular, distance decreased in PRG cells, which simultaneously experienced
an increase of the Young’s modulus (paragraph 4.3.1). Hence, the harder the
cell becomes because of the genetic mutation, the shorter the distance can be.
This result strengthens the trend observed in wild-type and PKP2-deficient
HL-1 cells. In those cells, there was an increase in the Young’s modulus,
associated with a reduction of the distance. Taken together, these data suggest
a link between Young’s modulus and distance, which is a novel finding in the
field of AFM applied to living cells. Even in this case, it would be necessary to
identify the cellular elements responsible for the behaviour observed.
Although, the fact that LMNA is localised to the nucleus supports our
speculation (i.e. a major involvement of cytoskeleton and nucleus).
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
In this thesis, we provided evidence that genetic diseases can be successfully
studied from a mechanical point of view. We investigated three different
diseases, which mainly affect the heart: AC, DCM, and HGPS. We focused our
efforts on three disease genes, namely PKP2 for AC, FLNC for DCM, and
LMNA for HGPS. We induced either suppression or mutation of these genes
and studied their effects on the mechanical behaviour of cells via AFM.
PKP2-deficient HL-1 cells have been found softer than wild-type. Interestingly,
we discovered that mutant cells exhibited a higher distance at which the
maximum adhesion force occurs. The relationship between variation of cell
stiffness and alteration of the distance was observed also in the in vitro
progeria model, specifically in cardiac fibroblasts isolated from juvenile rats.
When infected with an AdV carrying G608G LMNA mutation, JRCFs had
higher Young’s modulus and reduced distance respect to controls. In all the
other frameworks, the mechanical properties we measured did not vary
between controls and mutant samples. A summary of our findings is shown in
the following table:
Disease
(Gene)

Cellular model

AC
(PKP2)

HL-1

DCM
(FLNC)

hiPSC-CMs

Young’s
modulus

Work of
adhesion

Adhesion
force

Distance

NRCFs
HGPS
(LMNA)

JRCFs

ARCFs

Table 2 Summary of the results obtained within this thesis. The arrows indicate a variation in
the mechanical properties. Up direction represents an increase of the value between mutant
samples and controls, whereas down direction means a reduction. Dash indicates no variation
occurring.
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The alterations we observed in two out of three frameworks (AC/PKP2 and
HGPS/LMNA) confirm our hypotheses that some genetic mutations can impair
the overall cell status, and mechanical features are crucial to completely
understand a pathologic phenotype. Our data demonstrate that AFM is a
powerful toolbox to study the mechanical properties of cells in in vitro models
of genetic diseases. In the future, biomechanical properties could potentially
become the cornerstone for novel medical approaches to genetic diseases,
mimicking what has already been done for other types of health issues. For
instance, Islam and colleagues developed a microfluidic device that sorts
sensitive and drug-resistant leukemia cells based on the difference in their
stiffness 204. Another example is the engineered mechanoresponsive
mesenchymal stem cells system that can act as vehicle for selective cancer drug
delivery designed by Liu and coworkers 205. Furthermore, cell mechanical
properties have been suggested as innovative quality indicators for oocytes
sorting before in vitro fertilisation procedures, and allowed the identification
of new potential druggable targets for ovarian cancer 206,207. In particular,
human ovarian cancer cells (HEYA8 and OVCAR8) were transfected to
overexpress five tumour-suppressor microRNAs, known to improve the clinical
outcomes for this type of cancer 207. Assessing the mechanical properties of
these cells showed that the microRNAs alter cell mechanics by regulating the
actin cytoskeleton, as well as the invasive behaviour of ovarian cancer cells 207.
Lastly, in the frame of cardiology, our group dosed a p38 MAPK inhibitor to
rescue the mechanical properties of neonatal rat cardiomyocytes with LMNA
mutations recognised to cause DCM. Indeed, p38 MAPK pathway has been
proven to play a key role in many cardiac diseases, included DCM 61. Drug
administration rescued the cell mechanical behaviour and recovered the
disrupted actin network, strengthening the view that AFM can be useful for
innovative in vitro drug screening tests 61.
It is worth to emphasise again our discovery that Young’s modulus and
distance are likely to be associated in presence of a genetic mutation that
causes the variation of one of these proerties. Actually, it seems that the more
deformable the cell becomes, the more the cell can be stretched and pulled up
by the AFM probe, and vice versa. To the best of our knowledge, this
relationship has never been reported before, even for other types of diseases
(e.g. cancer). This is an additional information we can derive from F-d curves
and must foster future investigations to identify the causative agents.
Certainly, a deep understanding of the roles of cytoskeleton and nucleus as
major modulators of deformability would be a good starting point. These
findings could provide further details about the link between the different
mechanical properties, and eventually shed light on mechanotransduction
mechanisms.
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Despite the numerous advantages and promising results, AFM users must be
aware of certain issues, like those that emerged throughout this work. Speed,
force, and indentation depth must be carefully chosen, as well as tip geometry.
Different tip shapes can lead to different results, in terms of both absolute
values and trends, as we experienced with PKP2-deficient cells. Besides,
consideration may want to be given to the position on the cell where
measurements are performed. If probing the cell on the nuclear region can be
a good practice, this may not reveal changes in the mechanical properties, as
we observed in the case of FLNC-deficient cells. The FLNC framework also
remarked that a good sample size is always beneficial. Nonetheless, the results
we achieved on our FLNC samples must not draw a veil over the study of
mechanical properties of cells lacking filamin C or bearing a mutant form.
Supplementary experiments and integration of AFM data with other
experimental procedures could provide novel insights.
At the end of this work, we can finally state that it was the intent of the author
to encourage more researchers to venture into the realm of biomechanics on a
regular basis; hopefully, this thesis provided its contribution to the cause.
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